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PRINT AREA
SIZES
Average Adult Garments
 Left Chest: 3.5” wide x 3.5” tall
 Full Front: 12” wide x 12” tall
 Left Side: 5” wide x 17” tall
 Full Back: 12” wide x 14” tall
 Sleeves: 3.5” wide x 3” tall
 Upper Back (Back Yoke): 4” wide x 3.5” tall
 Hoodie Full Front: 12“ wide x 9.5” tall
 Apron: 8“ wide
 Down Pant Leg: 5” wide x 18“ tall
 Pant Thigh/Hip: 5” wide

Oversized Prints
 Regular Large Pallet Maximum Size: 19.75” wide x 24” tall
 Large Pallet Maximum Size: 24” wide x 29” tall
 Winged Pallet Maximum Size: 26.75” wide x 29” tall

Average Youth Garments
 Left Chest: 3.5” wide x 3.5” tall
 Full Front: 9.5” wide x 9.5” tall
 Left Side: 5” wide x 12” tall
 Full back: 9.5” wide x 12” tall
 Sleeves: 3.5” wide x 3” tall
 Upper Back (Back Yoke): 4” wide x 3.5” tall
 Hoodie Full Front: 9.5” wide x 6” tall

Please be advised that exceptions can be made with regards to print sizing depending on garment
size, type, etc. This can have effects on sizing either greater or less than the estimated average sizing
listed here. In addition, some garments may not be printable with regards to material layering, 
unforseen seams, etc. and will be handled on a case by case basis. There may be a time where we can
not give accurate sizing or if we can print on the garment until we have a sample of the good to
inspect.
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STOCK COLORS
Overview
These colors can be utilized for not additional charge to the Customer, if a color deviating from
these specific colors in the Pantone Matching System is desired, an additional net $27.00 per 
color will be incurred as a PMS color match fee.

Please be advised that some variation will be experienced concerning colors depending on shirt 
color, etc.

PMS Yellow C PMS 1235C Gold PMS 158C Orange PMS Orange 021C PMS 186C Red

PMS 201C Red

PMS 4635C BrownPMS Cool Grey 9CPMS Cool Grey 6CPMS 367C GreenPMS 340C Green

PMS 320C TealPMS 277C BluePMS 286C BluePMS 282C NavyPMS 264C Purple

PMS 267C PurplePMS 225C PinkPMS 203C PinkPMS 209C Maroon

PMS 463C Brown
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SCREENPRINT PRICING
(DISTRIBUTOR)
QUANTITY 36-71 72-143 144-400 401-600 601-1007 1008-2015 2016-4999

per location per location per location per location per location per location per location

1 color

2 colors

3 colors

4 colors

5 colors

6 colors

7 colors

8 colors

9 colors

10 colors

$1.99

$2.59

$3.18

$3.78

$1.57

$2.11

$2.65

$3.18

$3.72

$4.26

$1.10

$1.25

$1.44

$1.78

$2.12

$2.46

$0.94

$1.04

$1.22

$1.50

$1.78

$2.06

$2.34

$2.62

$0.76

$0.84

$0.87

$0.97

$1.07

$1.23

$1.39

$1.55

$1.83

$1.99

$0.56

$0.71

$0.79

$0.81

$0.90

$1.00

$1.14

$1.28

$1.43

$1.57

$0.45

$0.56

$0.62

$0.65

$0.71

$0.78

$0.89

$1.00

$1.11

$1.22

APPAREL: COLORS

QUANTITY

per location per location per location per location per location per location per location

1 color

2 colors

3 colors

4 colors

5 colors

6 colors

7 colors

8 colors

9 colors

10 colors

$2.59

$3.18

$3.78

$4.38

$2.11

$2.65

$3.18

$3.72

$4.26

$4.90

$1.25

$1.44

$1.78

$2.12

$2.46

$2.80

$1.10

$1.22

$1.50

$1.78

$2.06

$2.34

$2.62

$2.88

$0.85

$0.92

$0.94

$1.07

$1.23

$1.39

$1.55

$1.83

$1.99

$2.15

$0.71

$0.80

$0.87

$0.90

$1.00

$1.14

$1.28

$1.43

$1.57

$1.71

$0.56

$0.68

$0.75

$0.84

$0.90

$1.00

$1.15

$1.25

$1.35

$1.50

Up to 
14 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A Call Call Call

36-71 72-143 144-400 401-600 601-1007 1008-2015 2016-4999

APPAREL: WHITE OR LIGHTS
*Prices are subject to change depending on market fluctuation*

*Prices are subject to change depending on market fluctuation*
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SCREENPRINT PRICING
(DISTRIBUTOR)
For 5000+ Piece Orders
Please email for quote 5000+ pieces. 
- orders@appleimprints.com; customerservice@appleimprints.com or call

Polyester Apparel
100% polyester apparel require under base imprint
20% upcharge printing on 100% polyester apparel

Set Up Fees
Per color, per location imprinted, spot color only with vector art supplied by distributor
Under base screen per location, printing on color apparel
4 color process setup fee on white garments, per location
 *Minimum order for 4 color process printing is 72 shirts on white, 144 pieces on color apparel*
Simulated process set up fee, per location
 *250 shirts minimum order on 8 imprint colors used for simualted process*
 *500 shirts minimum order on 9 imprint colors or more used for simulated process*

$25.00 net
$25.00 net

$200.00 net

$400.00 net

Reorder Set Up Fees
Per color, per location
Under base per location
Reorder set up fee on 4 color process order on white
Reorder set up fee simulated process order

$16.00 net
$16.00 net

$150.00 net
$200.00 net - $300.00 net

Additional Run Charges on Standard Imprints
Poly-bag services (optional), per piece individually folded/poly-bag/size label (s-3X)
Print above the pocket, add per piece run charge to imprint cost
Print on the pocket, add per piece run charge to imprint cost
Down long sleeve imprinting, add per piece per location run charge to imprint cost
Pant leg, length of leg not exceeding 15”, add per piece per location run charge to imprint cost
PMS Color Match, per color, we use coated PMS colors
Color change charges per color change per location, min quantitity per color change is 36 pcs
 - EX 72 sweatshirts, 36 receive red imprint/36 pieces receive black imprint on one side, 1 color
 change charge billed at $28 net
Less than minimum (36 pieces fee)
Pallet change, in the event of doing youth Small or smaller and any other sized garment
Special packaging services available, fold/roll/band, ribbon tie, roll/tape, etc. Please call for a quote.
For specialty inks (Metallic, Puff Additive, Discharge, etc.), please call for a quote 

$0.50
$0.40
$0.40
$0.40
$0.75

$27.00 net
$28.00

$75.00
$19.50
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EMBROIDERY
PRICING

Additional Embroidery Pricing
Each additional 2000 stitches above 18000 add $0.50 net per 2000 up to 287 pieces.
Each additional 2000 stitches above 18000 add $0.45 net per 2000 for 288+ pieces.

QUANTITY

Up to 6000 6001-8000 8001-10000 10001-12000 12001-14000 14001-16000 16001-18000

12-23

1000+ Please call for special pricing

500-999

288-499

144-287

72-143

48-71

24-47

$5.92

$4.59

$3.53

$3.30

$3.20

$3.08

$2.89

$6.12

$5.21

$4.04

$3.81

$3.65

$3.53

$3.30

$6.64

$5.72

$4.57

$4.34

$4.11

$4.00

$3.70

$7.16

$6.24

$5.09

$4.86

$4.57

$4.46

$4.11

$7.69

$6.77

$5.61

$5.38

$5.03

$4.91

$4.50

$8.20

$7.28

$6.12

$5.90

$5.50

$5.38

$4.91

$8.83

$7.80

$6.64

$6.42

$5.95

$5.84

$5.32

Call for quote on higher stitch counts
STITCHES

DST File Pricing
New DST Charge: $55.00 up to 9999 stitches, $10.00 each additional 2000 (includes sew out).
Distributor supplied DST file sew out fee, required on initial order: 
 -up to 15000 stitches: $10.00 net
 -up to 30000 stitches: $20.00 net
 -over 30000 stitches: $35.00 - $50.00 net.

Personalizations
Personalizations
*Personalizations may add up to 12 days of additional production time.

$5.75 one line, $4.50 each additional line
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EMBROIDERY
PRICING
Garment Related Pricing  
No show backing
- Certain products require this special backing and are determined in production.
- Upcharges will be listed on your invoice if no show backing is used.

Oversized items: please call for a quote.
- Most bags add $1.00 to run charge per location.
- Carhartt/driduck/canvas add $0.75 net per location run charges.
 *Carhartt sleeves can not be embroidered*

Access panel, 3 in 1 jacket upcharge per location

Upcharge to specialty lines:
- 20% upcharge to pricing for the following:
 - The North Face apparel, Under Armour, Eddie Bauer, as well as any retail purchased
 product inbound not available through industry suppliers

$0.25 each

Pre and Post Production Pricing  
Fold/Polybag/size label standard items
Fold/Polybag/size bulky items, jackets, carhartts, etc

Sorting/check in: $0.20 per piece up to 1000 pieces.
 *1000+ are checked with packing slips and not counted unless requested for custom 
 quote on services*

Handling fees: $6.00 first box, $4.00 each additional box + freight.
Drop Ship fees: $5.00 each drop ship location.

Additional charges may apply to unique application locations, bags, hats, etc. Please email
for a quote.

Rush services quoted upon request.

5% allowable error margin per location on all orders, or 1 single garment, whichever is 
greater. 

$0.50 net
$0.75 net

$0.35 net
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EMBROIDERY
THREAD(S)/COLORS
Threads outside of our stock library (minimum 6 spools per order)
*Specific thread colors to be ordered are subject to availability.

$9.50 per spool

Maximum size: 11” wide x 14” high (12.25” wide x 15.25” of open material required
 *Subject to garment limitations*

Threads (Stock Colors)
We utilize Robison Anton Polyester Super Brite threads
Non-stock colors, specialty or Madeira threads: Please call for a quote
 *Please be advised that the threads may look slightly different in person*

RA 9051 
Golden Stargazor
PMS 109C

RA 5763
Merit Gold

RA 5769
Dark Texas Orange
PMS 165C

RA 9023
Indian Summer
PMS 1788C

RA 5563
Foxy Red
PMS 186C

RA 5549
Burgundy

RA 5796
Warm Wine
PMS 209C

RA 5675
Dusty Rose
PMS 189C

RA 7712
Azalea
PMS 205C

RA 5681
Dark Purple
PMS 2607C

RA 9019
Popular Purple
PMS 2081C

RA 5739
Blue Ribbon
PMS 282C

RA 5510
Royal

RA 5734
Tropic Blue

RA 9052
Blue Wisteria
PMS 2200C

RA 5615
Evergreen
PMS 567C

RA 9091
Veggie Green
PMS 347C

RA 5704
Cinder
PMS 429C

RA 5565
Charcoal
PMS Black 7C

RA 5702
Sienna
PMS 168C

RA 5637
Espresso
PMS 412C
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ONE-OFF
PRICING

STITCH
COUNT 1-5 PIECES ADDITIONAL

1000 STITCHES
ADDITIONAL

1000 STITCHES6-11 PIECES

100-8000

OVER
15000

$7.50

QUOTE QUOTE

$0.70
per 1000

$0.60
per 1000$6.60

Prices are per piece per location

Additional Fees
Digitzing fee
New DST setup up to 8000 stitches
 - Each additional 2,000 stitches per logo

Digitized file supplied sewout fee: see standard embroidery sheet, based on stitch count.
Required on initial order received for new logo.
Each additional sew out proof approval on repeat orders incurs the fee listed on standard
embroidery sheet.

Personalization: see standard embroidery sheet

The North Face apparel and other retail brands:
 - add per location embroidered, per piece
Carhartt, Dri Duck or other heavy canvas material item: 
 -add per piece per location embroidered
Oversized bags or other non-standard item, above pricing does not apply

Thread used in production: Robison Anton Polyester Super Polybrite
 *Metallic and other specialty threads quoted upon request*

$55.00 net
$55.00 net
$10.00 net

20%

$1.00
Call for quote
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ULTRA INK 
APPLICATION PRICING
Cost Per Sheet - 11” x 18” printable area
5-9 sheets
10-14 sheets
15-19 sheets
20-24 sheets
25-34 sheets
35-49 sheets
50-74 sheets
75-99 sheets
100-149 sheets
150-199 sheets
200-249 sheets
250-499 sheets
500-999 sheets
1000-1999 sheets
*Please be advised that a minimum of 5 sheets is required per order, this includes samples

$44.83 net
$25.52 net
$20.00 net
$19.05 net
$15.15 net
$11.84 net
$9.47 net
$8.60 net
$7.55 net
$6.45 net
$5.67 net
$5.42 net
$4.29 net
$4.13 net

Application Fee
This is to apply the ultra imprint transfer to substrate.

5-47 pieces (each)
48-143 pieces (each)
144-499 pieces (each)
500-1999 pieces (each)
2000+ pieces (each)

$4.00 net
$3.50 net
$2.00 net
$1.45 net
$1.30 net

Additional Fees
Set up fee: no additional charge with art received sized to 18” x 11” sheet. Art can be ganged up on
sheets and supplied to Apple Imprints, completely print ready.

Apple Imprints gang fee, for combining different logos, sizing, colors, etc.
Apple Imprints gang fee, for gang of same logo on single sheet
PMS Color match (if required), per color
Sepculative Sample

$43.00 net
$25.00 net
$48.00 net

$270.00 net
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ULTRA INK 
APPLICATION INFO
Screen printed transfers can be printed in unlimited colors, textures and gradients without affecting cost.
This process yields an opaque finish and will stretch with your garment.

Application intentionL cotton, polyester, cotton-poly blends, dri-fit, nylon, tri-blends, spandex and more.

Ultra print application is a CMYK printing process. We print directly from artwork provided unless 
specified otherwise. What you see on screen and what prints are not always the same, therefore, we 
can not be held responsible for colors if pantones or our stock reference colors are not given. We will
match as close as possible to provide pantones or our stock colors but there are variations since this is
a CMYK process.

Standard production time: 7-10 business days from date order placed with vector art and art proof 
approved. All goods must be in our warehouse within 3 busainess days of order placed and art proof
approved.
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DEBOSSING
PRICING

QUANTITY OF GOODS PRICE PER PIECE

36-95

96-143

144-287

288-499

500-999

1000-1999

2000-4999

$3.99 each net

$3.63 each net

$3.49 each net

$3.41 each net

$3.27 each net

$2.98 each net

$2.76 each net

Plate Charges
Left chest (up to 4” wide x 4.5” tall image area) 

Full front or back (up to 10” wide x 10” tall image area) 

Special contour cut plate

$133.00 net

$242.00 net

Please call for custom quote

Reorders
$24.00 per reorder plate set up. Minimum reorder quantity of 36 pieces.

Spec Sample Charge
Plate fee as well as garment price.
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DEBOSSING
SPECIFICATIONS
Artwork Quality
-Bolder lines and open details emboss the best.
-Fine, closed detail and small images do not allow enough space for the fabric to be embossed
and limit the overall depth.
-Bold, open designs can be more easily recognized on finished products.
-Make your lines at least 1/8” thick to achieve maximum debossing height.

Typography
-Avoid serif typography.
-Bold fonts deboss best.

Garments
-Solid or pigment dyed garments are best for debossing.
-Heathered or patterned clothing will deboss, however, images may appear undefined.
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CPSIA LABELS
& PRICING
Overview
Apple Imprints Apparel actively ensures their product for infant thru youth apparel compliant 
as required by CPSC.

Tracking Labels
- Youth apparel receives tracking label imprinted inside of garment in black or light grey.
- Location of label imprint at discretion of Apple Imprints Apparel unless otherwise noted by 
distributor prior to production.
- The number following website indicator is our batch number for that particular order.
- The batch number, internally, links to our documentation of inks used in production with 
required information listed on ps.ppa.org label upload site.
- Apple Imprints Apparel uploads tracking label information once the order is complete and 
shipped.
- All information on each order is maintained 5 years from date of shipment.

ps.ppa.org/#####
AIA, Inc

Run Charges
Up to 143 pieces, per piece
144+ pieces, per piece
5000+ pieces, per piece
Setup fee per CPSIA label
 *imprint color for label black or light grey, at discretion of AIA, Inc. Charges are for 
 labels printed on separate location, not within logo/design*

$0.52 net
$0.37 net
$0.29 net

$13.00 net

Infant/Youth Apparel Order Processing Responsibility
- Distributor purchase order indicates print is for children ages 12 and under, adult apparel or 
both.
- Printing on youth and adult apparel, sizes requiring tracking label must be listed. All apparel 
can print with a tracking label when requested by distributor.
- Apple Imprints will advise if tracking labels are recommended per chance the imprint resembles 
a youth imprint. These recommendations are subjective. Apple Imprints is not responsible for 
orders placed by distributor, not specifying use by children 12 and under. All youth apparel, 
toddler and infant child care articles are required by law to have secondary tracking label when 
decorated.
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CPSIA LABELS
& PRICING
Component Testing
- Apple Imprints relies on the accuracy and updated test results of inks currently in house, Wilflex 
Epic series, documentation available upon request.
- Additional component tests are available to receive General Certificate of Conformity for a 
particular order, separate from 3rd party ink testing, upon request from distributor.
- Component tests are completed thru the accredited lab: Anesco Group, 4455 Genesee Street 
Bldg #6, Buffalo, NY 14225.
- Additional Component testing, if required, must be specified on distributor purchase order with 
costs assessed to distributors order confirmation.
- Each certificate will include the following:
 - Identification of the product covered by the certificate
 - Applicable CPSC rule or ban
 - Identification of the manufacturer (Apple Imprints apparel)
 - Identification of the person maintaining the testing information
 - Date and place where the product was manufactured
 - Date and place where the product was tested
 - Identification of the third-party testing facility used

Apple Imprints Ink Department
All ink, Wilflex epic series, meets federal requirements on phthalate and lead levels allowed 
in ink. Documentation of tests within the last year to accompany an order printed for youth 
apparel are provided.

Apple Imprints Apparel, Inc. recognizes our industry accountability to ensure clients and users 
their products meets applicable measures of compliance.
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SHIPPING &
HANDLING SERVICES

Shipping & Handling Charges
Charges per handling, first box handling
Additional split fee per box after initial box handling
Additional box charges not included in splits.
Drop/Split shipping per location

International shipments, add to shipping charges for required paperwork

$6.00
$4.00

$5.00

$30.00

Standard Production Time
Per order with up to 5,000 impressions is 3-5 business days from date approved order is received with
separated or vector artwork and all customer supplied stock received at Apple Imprints Apparel
warehouse. If needed sooner, Distributor should contact Apple Imprints to confirm production time is
available. Please be advised that Rush fees may be added depending on time of year and turnaround
time, some fees may exceed $100.
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GENERAL
INFORMATION

Sales order confirmations will email within 24 hours of order receipt. Sales order cinfirmations
require sign off and are placed into production within 24 hours of receipt of signed order. 
Distributor purchase orders are not in production until a signed sales order confirmation is
received.

Additional services: hang tag, custom polybags, labels, re-boxing,  oversize
screens and run charges for imprints exceeding 17” in length or width, etc are quoted upon
request. Additional removal of tags or other unpack services required to make the item 
“screen print ready” will be quoted by job. 

Unpack for shirts received or other items received individually bagged per piece
Pallet change fee (changing pallets depending on size of garments within an order)
Rush fees may be incurred depending on numerous variables (ie. desired ship date, time of
year, length of run, etc.)

$0.10 net
$35.00

Preproduction Samples
Per color, per position printed (not to exceed $100 per position)

Upon approval of the preproduction sample, we will advised of final ship date (within 3-5 business days 
from date of approval received and all product in our warehouse for printing). Reorder setup fees apply.

Preproduction sample shipment is not included in sample charges (if preproduction sample requested). 
Shipping of final product is not included in above charges.

$20.00 plus all set up fees
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ART
INFORMATION
Email art proofs: Acceptable file formats are: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, EPS, PDF,
and TIFF files. Other files types are not recommended and may not be supported. Factory is
not responsible for font conversion errors, 300 dpi minimum is required for best print results.
If art layout is not specified by customer, factory will use its discretion. Non camera ready 
art billed at $55.00 per hour. If typeset is needed, it will incur an additional fee of $15.00. 
Art proof approvals will be sent within 48 hours after vector art is received with order placed 
and sales order approved, goods in warehouse and payment method approved.

Email art proof charges: Initial proof sent at no cost and sent for every order placed. Each 
additional proof required by Distributor billed at $15.00 net per proof.

RETURNS &
CLAIMS
No returns accepted without prior authorization. Authorization of return does not guarantee
credit upon receipt of goods. All goods are inspected, individually prior to any credit issued if
credit is deemed appropriate. All returns must be shipped freight prepaid. All claims for goods 
lost of damaged in transit must be made with the carriers. Our liability ceases upon shipment.
The Customer shall return any defective moveable products to the premises of Apple at the

within 30 days written notice by fax or email any defect or issue with product received if Apple

terms deemed fit By Apple. The Customer indemnifies Apple against any claims arising from

Customer on delivery of any order placed in terms of this Agreement.  
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OVERRUNS/
UNDERRUNS
Exact quantities (EQ) cannot be guaranteed. All sales orders confirmations include the option
to add an EQ charge of $50 per location printed on standard items. Non-standard items or
specialty apparel incur at minimum, $100 EQ fee per location printed, quote upon request.
Allowable error margin per position is listed on all order confirmations (5% allowable error
margin)

Limitations on printed apparel: branded items such as Nike, Adidas, Under Armour, Reebok,
Columbia, Ogio, The North Face, etc. will not be accepted COS without prior authorization,
if an order is placed without our prior knowledge of incoming goods, the order will be subject
to cancellation, with all applicable fees billed.

CANCELLATIONS
All orders are considered “firm” when placed. No cancellations on finished merchandise are 
accepted. Cancellations made prior to production are permitted, subject to charges for artwork
in progress, completed screens or custom digitizing, and return of merchandise acquired 
including all restocking fees and shipping costs incurred by Apple Imprints. The Customer pays 
for any preliminary work that is produced at its request, whether experimentally or otherwise.
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RETURN TO 
STOCK
Any delivery received at Apple Imprints from Distributor supplier of blank apparel, 
requiring a return to sender request, incur handling fees. We cannot be held responsible for 
wrong styles, shortages, mis-shipments or COD's from your supplier. We verify your suppliers 
merchandise counting full cases and piece counting individual items not in full case. Short 
shipment in cases received at time of imprint are not the responsibility of Apple Imprints and 
may be reported at invoice. Supplier's packing slip is mandatory with each shipment. On 
larger orders, we verify color and size of items based on your supplier's packing slip. All 
goods received from Distributor at Apple Imprints, as custom order stock, and not used within 
one year of receipt becomes the property of Apple Imprints. Fulfillment programs executed 
through Apple Imprints, not included.

SCREEN
PREPARATION
Screens are the property of Apple Imprints and will be maintained at our plant for our exclusive 
use in executing your orders. Screen charges are to cover the costs of preparing screens and 
recycling them for continued use. Apple reserves the right to withhold production of any material 
it deems unsuitable or unlawful, in its sole discretion. Apple reserves the right to edit, revise or 
reject any material it deems untruthful, objectionable, illegal or in conflict with fair business 
practices. Distributor remains liable for the cost of work produced in the event of Apple 
exercising these rights.
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WARRANTIES
There are no warranties beyond those listed on this page. Nor are there any other warranties 
expressed or implied, including the warrant of merchantability and in no event shall Apple
 Imprints be liable for any consequential or special damages. The Customer acknowledges 
that it does not rely on any representations made by Apple in regard to its products and 
services or qualities thereof, leading up to this Agreement other than those contained in this 
Agreement. All specifications, prices, performance figures, advertisements, brochures and other 
technical data furnished by Apple in respect of its products or services, whether orally or in 
writing, will not form part of the Agreement in any way unless agreed to in writing by Apple. 
The Customer hereby indemnifies Apple against any claims, costs and expenses arising out of 
the infringement of copyright, patent, trade mark or design supplied by Distributor, or the 

stated sales price of any defective goods. We will not be liable for any consequential damages, 
such as profit loss etc.

Performance times quoted are estimates, and are not binding to Apple.

F.O.B, Buffalo, NY. Apple Imprints Apparel will ship each order as specified on the sales order 
or as directed by further correspondence received after the signed sales order has been 
returned to Apple Imprints.
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PAYMENTS
Net terms available with credit approval. Account must remain in good standing, 30 day cycle 
or other as deemed necessary thru Apple Imprints accounting to maintain status program 
pricing.

All products supplied by Apple remain the property of Apple until such products have been 
fully paid for whether such products are attached to other property or not. The Customer 
agrees that the amount contained in a tax invoice issued by Apple shall be due unconditionally:
 The Customer chooses its address for legal execution as its physical or business address or the 
physical addresses of any Director (in the case of a company), Member (in the case of a close 
corporation) or of the Owner(s) or Partner(s).The Customer undertakes to inform Apple, in 
writing, within 7 days of any change of Director, Member, Shareholder, Owner or Partner or 
address, or 14 days prior to selling or alienating the Customer's business. Failure to do so will 
constitute a material breach of this Agreement. Upon receipt of such written notification, Apple 
reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to withdraw any credit facility advanced to the Customer. 
The invalidity of any part of this Agreement shall not affect the validity of any other part. The 
Customer hereby consents that Apple shall have the right to institute any legal action in either 
the Small Claims or Superior Court of the State of New York in Erie county at its sole discretion.

This program and its interpretation is subject to New York State Law and the Customer consents
 to theexclusive jurisdiction to resolve any legal action and/or disputes of said agreement in the 
State of New York county of Erie involving Litigation and/or civil actions between either parties.
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CREDIT APPLICATION
FAX COMPLETED FORM TO: 716-893-7701

INTERNAL USAGE ONLY

ACCOUNT #: CREDIT LIMIT:

TERMS: DATE:

APPROVED BY:

LEGAL CORPORATE NAME: DOING BUSINESS AS:

BILL TO ADDRESS

(STREET) (CITY) (STATE) (POSTAL/ZIP CODE)

SHIP TO ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT)

(STREET) (CITY) (STATE) (POSTAL/ZIP CODE)

PHONE#: EMAIL:

A/P CONTACT: A/P PHONE #:

NAME OF PRINCIPAL(S):

YEARS ESTABLISHED: YEARS UNDER CURRENT OWNERSHIP: DATE OF INCORPORATION

ASI #: FEDERAL ID#: NEQ#:

ANNUAL FORECASTED SALES WITH APPLE IMPRINTS:

PST #: GST #: HST #:

BANK REFERENCE

NAME OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION ACCOUNT AND TRANSIT NUMBER:

ADDRESS:
(STREET) (CITY) (STATE) (POSTAL/ZIP CODE)

CONTACT PERSON : PHONE #: EMAIL #:

CREDIT REFERENCES
NAME PHONE EMAIL

WE CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION GIVEN ABOVE IS TRUE AND AUTHORIZE THE BANK AND CREDIT SUPPLIERS LISTED ABOVE TO DIVULGE INFORMATION AS DEEMED
NECESSARY ABOUT OUR CREDIT. 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: TITLE:

PRINT NAME: DATE:
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